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Abstract 
 
Echinacea angustifolia is a perennial purple coneflower native to Minnesota. Recently, a 
non-native species, Echinacea pallida, was introduced to prairie restoration sites near 
native populations. We performed a hybridization experiment to investigate potential 
effects of introduced E. pallida on native E. angustifolia populations in Kensington, 
Minnesota. I examined height, width, cotyledon size, emergence time and mortality of the 
progeny of four cross types. Results show that hybridization of Echinacea species can 
produce seedlings with variable morphologies and survival rates. The low mortality of 
seedlings with paternal E. pallida and the faster growth rates of all hybrids suggests that 
introgression in the direction of non-native to native populations in remnant prairies is 
likely.  E. pallida may act as a strong competitor against native E. angustifolia, ultimately 
resulting in a change in the composition and size E. angustifolia populations. 
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 1 
Introduction 
Hybridization between native and non-native plant species is developing into a 
topic of interest as the introduction of non-native species becomes more common. 
Hybridization is a process seen frequently in nature, occurring in at least 25% of all plant 
species (Rhymer and Simberloff 1996, Ellstrand et al. 2013). The occurrence of 
hybridization between native species, non-native species, or native and non-native can 
have adverse effects on plant populations, including changes in morphological and 
phenotypic traits (Vilà et al. 2000). Hybridization between native and non-native species 
also has the potential to increase the genetic impact of non-native species on a 
community by creating new opportunities for introgression (gene exchange due to 
backcrossing of hybrids with parental plants), competition, or in some cases, extinction of 
native populations. For example, hybridization may result in an F1 population with faster 
growth and higher fitness, creating potential for the out-competition of wild plant 
populations (Arnold and Hodges 1995, Van Gaal 1998). Genetic changes and 
introgression in native species can also elicit differences in flowering, pollination, seed 
dispersal, seed set, and resistance to pathogens (Vilà et al. 2000). In some cases, these 
genetic, evolutionary, and morphological changes are detectable in a single generation 
(Neuhauser et al. 2003). However, in other cases, these changes are not detectable for 
multiple generations. Because the rates at which these changes occur are so variable, it 
can be useful to focus on the effects of species introduction and hybridization in a 
specific population over an extended period of time, such as, plant populations in a 
prairie habitat.  
The North American Tallgrass Prairie, which once extended across 162 million 
hectares from Canada to Texas, has now been reduced to small patches located between 
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agricultural fields and along roadways, retaining less than 1% of its original area 
(Sampson and Knopf 1994). Fragmentation in prairie patches, paired with the increased 
introduction of non-native species, has resulted in an array of ecological and genetic 
changes in prairie plant populations (Kluger et al. 2011, Ridley et al. 2011), making them 
appropriate locations for studying the impact of interactions between non-native and 
native plant species. The potential impacts of future introductions of non-native species 
into fragmented habitats can be better understood by examining the potential for 
hybridization and competition between a native and a non-native species in remnant 
prairie communities, where introduction have been known to occur. 
Recently, a non-native species, E. pallida, was introduced into remnant tallgrass 
prairie plots in Minnesota and currently exists in conjunction with populations of a native 
species, E. angustifolia. E. angustifolia and E. pallida have been known to hybridize in 
nature (MacArthur 1968). Sanford-Long (2012) successfully crossed E. angustifolia and 
E. pallida via hand-pollination, demonstrating the likelihood of interspecific crosses 
between E. angustifolia and E. pallida. Likelihood of hybridization was based on 
compatibility rates of both the intraspecfic and interspecific crosses by observing the 
shriveling of styles and resulting seed set (Sanford-Long 2012: Unpublished). Observing 
how hybridization occurs in remnant prairie plots is crucial for gaining insight into 
current E. angustifolia population dynamics and for preventing unwanted introgression 
into remnant Minnesota prairie populations. It is still unclear whether or not there are 
repercussions of the introduction. As a result, focusing on the progeny of these hybrid 
crosses will provide a better understanding of the morphological and genetic effects of E. 
pallida’s presence in a prairie remnant. 
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 I investigate the interspecific and intraspecfic interactions between two species of 
Echinacea co-existing in a remnant prairie in Kensington, Minnesota by comparing the 
morphology, emergence, and mortality of four crosses between E. angustifolia and E. 
pallida (AA, AP, PA, and PP, Table 1). I tested the hypothesis that the F1 generation 
from these crosses will result in the production of viable seed, which will exhibit 
variation in emergence and survival rates. I germinated 515 achenes obtained from these 
crosses, and measured the germination rates of progeny grown in a controlled 
environment. I then tested the hypothesis that leaf characteristics differ among the four 
cross types early in the seedlings’ growth. I took photographs of 7 day-old cotyledons in 
order to collect a series of measurements, including: cotyledon area, perimeter, length, 
width, and circularity (4π (area/perimeter2)). I also tracked seedling growth by measuring 
height and width of the first true leaf at three ages over a two-month period. Because 
Echinacea exhibits many of the same characteristics typical of a number of plants native 
to the tallgrass prairie, particularly those in the widespread family, Asteraceae (Wagenius 
and Lyons 2010), much of the information obtained from studying the interactions 
between E. pallida and E. angustifolia can be applied more broadly, to study 
hybridization and invasion of other plant communities in fragmented prairie habitats.
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TABLE 1.  The four crosses employed 
F1 Progeny  Type of Cross Paternal Maternal Abbreviation 
pal x pal Intraspecific E. pallida E. pallida PP 
pal x ang Interspecific E. pallida E. angustifolia PA 
ang x pal Interspecific E. angustifolia E. pallida AP 
ang x ang Intraspecific E. angustifolia E. angustifolia AA 
 
 
Note: The four crosses between Echinacea pallida and Echinacea angustifolia used 
in my experiment. This table lists the experimental cross, the type of cross that was 
performed, and the species of the maternal and paternal plant. For the rest of this paper, 
the F1 crosses will be referred to by the abbreviations: PP, PA, AP, and AA.  
.  
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Literature Review 
Habitat Fragmentation in Prairie Ecosystems 
What is fragmentation and why does it occur? 
Plant and animal communities, worldwide, have been greatly influenced by 
habitat intervention and human influences, and while habitat loss has recently gained 
considerable attention, there is an imbalance in the extent of effort expended to conserve 
different habitats. With most energy directed towards tropical regions, prairies and 
savannas have received little to no attention, with only 4.8% of their total area protected. 
Globally, 21.8% of land area has been converted to human-dominated uses, including 
more than 50 % of temperate grasslands and savannas of North America (Hoekstra et al. 
2005). Hoekstra et al. (2005) explain that people seem to forget that slight variation 
within a habitat can have tremendous influences on the function of a species or the 
biodiversity within a community, just as loss or ecological variation in a single species 
can have a significant impact an entire ecosystem.  
While reduction in habitat size is clearly a threat to the earth’s biotic 
communities, excessive fragmentation has intensified the effects of habitat loss and has 
created a new set of concerns for conservation biologists. The difference between habitat 
loss and habitat fragmentation is that habitat loss occurs when there is depletion of a 
particular habitat around a central point, whereas habitat fragmentation involves both the 
loss of land and the continuous break up of a large, contiguous habitat into smaller 
patches (Johnson 2001, Fahrig 2003). Fragmented prairies may be characterized by 
reduced population viability and flowering times (Menges 1990). Concern about habitat 
fragmentation most likely began in temperate forests (Johnson 2001), as forest patches 
began to shrink and become more isolated. Fragmented forests were described as “habitat 
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islands” (Johnson 2001), as many theories and biogeographic concepts of small islands 
were frequently applied to the fragmentation of habitats throughout the world. According 
to Mooney and Cleland (2001), small populations of species on islands are genetically 
divergent. They suggest that small fragmented populations in forest habitat, which are 
separated by barriers such as roads, agricultural fields, and urban areas, have a reduction 
or elimination in cross-breeding of populations between patches. This is very similar to 
what can be seen of populations on oceanic islands, separated by miles of water. There 
are also symmetries between prairies and oceanic islands in that plants species in both 
habitats prefer generalist pollinators, causing them to be more vulnerable to genetic 
swapping and hybridization within a patch (Mooney and Cleland 2001). That being said, 
the comparison between islands and fragmented habitats is not always applicable. For 
instance, the degrees of separation are much greater between islands than between 
patches of fragmented habitat (Mooney and Cleland 2001). This means that there is 
potential for more movement of plants and animals between fragmented patches than 
between islands. Although this comparison may not always be appropriate to studies of 
habitat fragmentation, it does provide a context for studies of population ecology in plant 
species in fragmented prairie habitats.  
Prairies in North America 
There are three types of prairie habitats in North America: tallgrass, mixed grass, 
and shortgrass prairies (Savage 2004). Variations in native species and biodiversity mean 
that each is unique in its own right. However, tallgrass prairies have undergone the most 
change and are of most concern among conservationists. The tallgrass prairies of North 
America were once vast, extending from Canada to Texas, but now consist of only a 
fraction of their original distribution (Savage 2004). Tallgrass prairies have been 
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diminished to less than 0.01% of their original area, more than any other ecosystem type, 
and every state containing tallgrass prairie has lost over 90% of its habitat (Samson and 
Knopf 1994). According to Samson and Knopf (1994), there are only a few states with 
protection laws for remaining prairies. These prairie habitats undergoing the most 
destruction, are also given the least amount of protection worldwide, suggesting the 
potential for loss of an entire biome.  
 Prairies have not always been as disregarded by humans. They played an 
important role in human history and heritage.  Prairies were once managed by Native 
Americans, using primarily fire in order to control the grasslands and prevent 
replacement by forests (Dunn 1998). In addition, natural burns also occurred during dry 
periods, caused by lightning and heat. In the past, any trees that emerged on the prairie 
were removed by burning, creating bare soil available for germination and establishment 
of prairie species (Dunn 1998). Fire suppression allows invasion of grasslands by woody 
species and can result in rapid transformation into forest habitat. For this reason, 
conservation efforts and attempts to preserve the prairie often require controlled burns.   
Widespread human impact on prairies began in the 1830’s, with the expansion of 
European agriculture throughout North America (Samson and Knopf 1994). As Savage 
(2004) states, prior to the transformation of prairies into farmland, the cycles, which are 
now so reliant on the activities of humans, were once driven naturally. The negative 
effects of extensive farming of prairie land and the true sensitivity of this habitat was 
demonstrated in the 1930’s, when the dustbowl occurred (Samson and Knopf 1994). The 
soil had been used too intensively and was eroded from agriculture. As a result, topsoil 
was carried away, ruining crops, and destroying farmland (Samson and Knopf 1994). In 
order to combat this disaster, the Civilian Conservation Corps planted trees that were not 
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native to prairies. These trees were a temporary fix to prevent a recurrence of the 
dustbowl, but are now the same species that have become extremely problematic for 
prairie habitats.  
A variety of factors can influence the fragmentation of prairies, and many include 
human disturbances, such as overgrazing, recreational functions, and agricultural 
production (Samson and Knopf 1994, Kluger et al. 2011).  Each of these human actions 
disrupts a soil system that has been in place for thousands of years and disrupts the 
growth of many native species in the region (Dunn 1998). Other causes of habitat 
fragmentation in prairies include urbanization in the form of building homes and roads 
and human-mediated invasion of non-native species (Dunn 1998). The destruction of 
prairies continues today, with the leading cause continuing to be conversion of land for 
agriculture. Consequently, many tallgrass prairies now exist in small patches, embedded 
between urbanized landscapes and agricultural fields, and along roadside ditches, often 
isolating plant populations from one another. The drastic fragmentation of prairies has 
resulted in an alteration of plant community structure in terms of fitness and genetic 
variation within species, and in extreme cases, has resulted in the extinction of local 
species (Kluger et al. 2011).  It is necessary to track changes in community structure in 
order to preserve the diversity of native plant species in the tallgrass prairies of North 
America, as well as to protect what remains of the grassland biome. 
Effects of fragmentation 
In order to understand the current state of plant populations, it is important to 
understand the ecological influences and environmental framework of a habitat. 
Neuhauser et al. (2003) suggest that this is especially important in highly fragmented 
systems. Since the establishment of many non-native species can result from the 
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fragmentation and destruction of prairie habitat, negative impacts of fragmentation can be 
intensified, affecting the evolutionary pathways of native species (Mooney and Cleland 
2001). The effects of habitat fragmentation on population and community dynamics in 
prairie habitats are widespread and often immediate (Mooney and Cleland 2001). This 
includes a reduction in size in both animal and plant populations, as well as an increase in 
isolation between populations, which may result in a transformation in genetic structure. 
Habitat fragmentation can have a negative impact on grassland animals, 
particularly for avian species (Johnson 2001). Small fragmented habitats may not have 
sufficient availability of resources, and may no longer be able to support the same level 
of biodiversity found in intact habitats. For instance, Johnson (2001) determined that bird 
species, like the Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), with large mass and high resource 
requirements, show area sensitivity, or are sensitive to habitat size. This holds true for a 
wide range of bird species for which patches of prairie may be too small, too isolated, or 
may be influenced by other factors, making the habitat uninhabitable (Johnson 2001). 
Similarly, decline in available habitat may also have result in the decline of herbivore 
populations on the Great Plains (Samson and Knopf 1994). For example, since the 
beginning of European Settlement, the prairie dog population has decreased by 98% 
(Samson and Knopf 1994). This is significant because prairie dogs play a key role in 
nutrient cycling and soil formation, and with their loss comes ecological changes, as well 
as a reduction in resource availability for prairie plant populations (Samson and Knopf 
1994). They have also been found to create living space for a variety of other species, and 
more than 160 species of vertebrates have been observed interacting where prairie dog 
colonies exist (Savage 2004). Because of the strong interactions and tight-knit 
relationships between prairie species, the prairie system can be negatively influenced 
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when there is a depletion of species, which directly manage resources necessary for plant 
communities.   
There are also undeniable relationships between arthropod and plant communities 
found within the tallgrass prairies, and changes in one can have an effect on the other. 
According to Ridley et al. (2011), both habitat destruction and fragmentation of plant 
populations can alter the breeding patterns and genetic composition of arthropod 
communities. Attempts have been aimed at managing host plants in order to conserve 
herbivorous arthropod species (Kluger et al. 2011) because there are recorded examples 
of insect populations threatened by reductions in plant population size. For example, 
Lagos and Voegtlin (2009) examined E. angustifolia and a newly recognized aphid, 
Aphis echinacea. A. echinacea is a specialist, requiring the presence of E. angustifolia in 
order to exist in Minnesota prairies. Hobbs and Lyons (2010) discovered that when they 
were transferred to another E. angustifolia plant, aphid survival rates were extremely 
high. However, when A. echinacea were moved to another species of Echinacea, they 
were not able to survive (Hobbs and Lyons 2010). This demonstrates the importance of 
indigenous plant species to the prairie, and gives an example of how an arthropod 
community might be affected if plant species composition is altered. 
Another important consequence of fragmentation is a decrease in fitness of prairie 
plants, caused by a reduction in reproductive output and altered resource allocation. 
According to Wagenius et al. (2010), the effects of fitness on breeding patterns are 
important to population dynamics, but are rarely evaluated (Wagenius, Hangelbroek, 
Ridley, and Shaw 2010). In addition, fitness of plant populations can depend on plant-
pollinator interactions. Many studies have demonstrated that as the habitat area decreases, 
the abundance and diversity of insect pollinators also decrease (Roschke and Jules 1993). 
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That being said, generalist pollinators may be less sensitive to fragmentation, as they 
have more resources available to them and can compete more effectively than specialist 
species. Menges (1990) suggests that declines in reproductive success in prairie plant 
species can be directly attributed to a decrease in seed germination rate and reduction in 
population size. Menges (1990) demonstrated the impact of pollen limitation in 
fragmented prairies for populations of Balsamorhiza deltoidea, (Puget Balsamroot), by 
comparing hand-pollinated versus naturally pollinated plants. His results show that pollen 
limitation in isolated prairie fragments can have profound impacts on the reproductive 
success of some species (Menges 1990). Wagenius (1995) found something very similar 
for isolated Echinacea plants in prairie landscapes, fragmented by agriculture. Like 
Balsamorhiza deltoidea, E. angustifolia is a prairie plant, pollinated solely by biotic 
vectors. Without sufficient pollination, this species can suffer from a decrease in 
reproductive output. However, Wagenius (1995) discovered that fragmented populations 
of E. angustifolia are not pollinator limited (or lacking pollinators), but rather pollen 
limited. This means that sufficient reproduction depends on the density of the plants.  
 The final and most destructive consequence of fragmentation in prairies involves 
changes in genetic composition, which include the potential for either extinction for 
native prairie species or the creation of entirely new species. Although fragmented plant 
populations are not typically pollinator limited, the movement of pollinators can still 
influence the genetic composition and success of a population of prairie plants. For 
instance, Fazzino (2011) suggests that extensive fragmentation limits proper movement 
of pollinators between prairie remnants (Fazzino 2011).  This implies that the 
impediment of pollinator movement between prairie remnants due to extensive 
fragmentation, may not only affect the reproductive output of a species, but may also 
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result in a decrease in genetic diversity. It is important to note that gene differences may 
occur among populations of a plant species, because fragmentation can affect each plant 
population in a unique way. According to Neuhauser et al. (2003), models such as the 
Lotka-Volterra or logistic growth models can be used to track changes in the community 
or population structure, and these population and community structures can vary from 
one generation to the next. 
Species extinction on grasslands is a serious concern, as prairie fragmentation has 
been found to increase the rate of extinction of plant species (Wagenius 2006). This can 
occur as a result of genetic swapping, competition, or a combination of the two. Samson 
and Knopf (1994) state that there are currently 55 grassland species listed as threatened or 
endangered in the United States. They also note that there are 728 candidates for the 
endangered species list in United States prairie (Samson and Knopf 1994). Fragmentation 
also increases the potential for immediate genetic effects, such as a reduction in the 
effective population size and genetic diversity of plant populations, as a result of 
increased mating between related individuals (Ridley et al. 2011). Changes in the genetic 
composition of local populations may affect current plant communities by increasing or 
decreasing fitness of individual species, resulting in the formation of new interactions 
among species within the community. 
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Echinacea Ecology and Biology 
Genus and Species Characteristics 
Echinacea is a recently diverged genus of the Asteraceae family. Before Binns et 
al. (2002) performed a taxonomic revision for Echinacea, the only classification of the 
genus was based on widespread sampling by McGregor (1968). According to McGregor 
(1968), this genus is made up of 9 species and two varieties. Echinacea is restricted to the 
North American drainage area, which reaches west the Rocky Mountains, south to the 
Gulf Coast, and east to the Appalachian Mountains (Binns et al. 2002); all regions that 
have undergone repetitive cycles of glaciation. It is suggested that during periods of 
glaciation, species of Echinacea survived through southern refugia (Flagel et al. 2008). 
The expansive range of the genus may be attributed to Echinacea’s economic and 
medicinal value and human support of the plant.  Species of Echinacea are a source of 
the drug echinacin and in the past, were thought to hold medicinal properties for 
treatment of chronic wounds (McGregor 1968, Binns et al. 2002). The genus is still 
sought after for these properties.. 
Despite the great expanse of Echinacea’s range, agricultural production has 
limited its modern population structure to prairie remnants and fragmented populations. 
Currently, Echinacea is threatened by over-harvesting and habitat modifications via 
agriculture and urbanization (Binns et al. 2002).  These factors have resulted in the 
creation of isolated Echinacea populations, stuck in matrices of agricultural fields. It is 
evident that fragmentation has had an impact on the genetic makeup of the species by 
interrupting normal patterns of interspecific and intraspecfic interactions (Flagel et al. 
2008), by introducing the potential for hybridization and competition in the plant 
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communities. Often these interactions can complicate efforts to understand the genetics 
of a plant community.  
There is evidence that Echinacea has low levels of molecular divergence (Flagel 
et al. 2008), and as a result, is difficult to sort by phylogenic identification. The 
molecular signals used to identify species of Echinacea seem to have been distorted by 
gene flow among species. As a result of the close resemblance of Echinacea genomes, 
further hybridization and genetic exchange between them is highly likely. McGregor 
(1968) attempted crosses between each of the 9 species of Echinacea. He determined that 
although each of the species is relatively distinct, all species are compatible for 
hybridization, and could produce viable offspring (McGregor 1968). He also witnessed 
natural hybridization between species within the genus. In fact, gene flow between 
natural populations of the genus has been extremely common, and hybrid swarms have 
been noted (McGregor 1968). Much of the molecular similarity between species of 
Echinacea may be attributed to continuous hybridization and backcrossing between these 
populations.  
   
   FIG. 1.  Achenes from an Echinacea angustifolia plant. Echinacea plants produce dry, 
indehiscent, single seeded fruits called achenes. (Image from the Echinacea Project 
Website). 
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Two species, E. angustifolia and E. pallida, are particularly similar 
morphologically, and have been consistently confused for the same species (Stuart 
Wagenius: Personal Communication, January 2014). Both species prefer similar types of 
habitats and calcareous soils, meaning that their ranges are likely to overlap. They are 
also a similar pink/purple color and can be very difficult to differentiate in a natural 
habitat (McGregor 1968). These species reproduce solely by sexual reproduction, 
resulting in fruits called achenes (Fig. 1). Achenes do not have specialized modes of 
dispersal, such as animal or wind dispersal, but rather drop off the flower heads near, or 
beneath the base of the parent plant. 
 Although they appear very similar, E. angustifolia and E. pallida are now known 
to be separate species. They can be differentiated using multiple morphological and 
genetic characteristics. For instance, E. pallida is typically taller than E. angustifolia and 
has broader leaves (McGregor 1968). Another distinguishing characteristic is pollen 
color. E. angustifolia has yellow pollen grains while E. pallida has white pollen grains 
(Fig. 2).  In addition, sclerotic cells, which result in a stiffer stem, tend to be found in E. 
angustifolia, but not E. pallida (McGregor 1968). Although these are helpful 
characteristics for identification purposes, morphological traits are not consistent, and 
thus are not the best way to determine phylogenic position. Many other studies involving 
Echinacea determine species by using DNA (Mechanda et al. 2004). since molecular and 
genetic characteristics are the only way to accurately distinguish between the two species.  
E. pallida differs from E. angustifolia in the number of sets of chromosomes in 
the nucleus. All species of Echinacea are diploid, except for E. pallida. E. pallida is 
polyploid (Flagel et al. 2008), with triploid (2n=33) and tetraploid (2n=44) lines 
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A)                                                                     B) 
 
   FIG. 2. Image of E. angustifolia and E. pallida A) E. angustifolia in flower. The more 
deeply colored petals and yellow pollen grains are apparent on this particular plant. B)   
E. pallida in flower. The more pale colored petals and white pollen grains are apparent on 
this photograph (Photos: The Echinacea Project). 
 
 
(Mechanda et al. 2004). Polyploids contain more S-allele types than diploid species, 
meaning the S-alleles will more often match that of the mate (Goldsmith 2011: 
Unpublished), therefore, resulting in a more difficult time finding a mate than a diploid 
species, such as E. angustifolia.  
Typically, polyploid species are self-compatible; however, Wagenius (2007) 
determined that E. angustifolia and E. pallida are both self-incompatible species, which 
means that styles from these species will not accept pollen from the same genetic 
individual. In order for an E. angustifolia or E. pallida plant to set seed, it requires pollen 
from an unrelated parent plant, containing differing S-alleles from the seed plant, 
otherwise known as the S-allele mechanism (Wagenius et al. 2007). Another example of 
this S-allele self-incompatibility system is apparent in the polyploid species Prunus 
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spinosa (Vieira et al. 2008). Reproductive study of Echinacea is complicated, due to a 
range of factors, including variation in viability of pollen due to changes in anther 
dehiscence, temperature, humidity, and herbivores (Goldsmith 2011: Unpublished). 
Because so many factors are involved, it is difficult to quantify reproductive output and 
pollen viability differences between the species. 
Range and Distribution 
E. pallida’s range differs from that of E. angustifolia. It is found in drier soils as 
far south as southern Texas and as far north as Canada (USDA 2013), while E. 
angustifolia is native to the tallgrass prairies of North America, spanning the the central 
Great Plains region, from Colorado east to Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, and Louisiana 
(USDA 2013, Fig. 3). Population of species by county is also displayed in Figure 4.  
 
 
A)      B) 
 
  
   FIG. 3. Native ranges of A) E. pallida and B) E. angustifolia. E. pallida’s range is more 
scattered, but is found primarily in the Eastern part of the United States. E. angustifolia is 
found mostly in the middle of the United States. However, there are obvious overlaps of 
ranges between both species (Maps obtained from USDA website; January 14, 2014) 
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A)                                                                     B) 
 
 
   FIG. 4. Current and native distribution of A) E. pallida and B) E. angustifolia. The dark 
green areas represent states that contain the species. The lime green areas represent 
counties where the species naturally occur (Lynch, M. (2011). Is that species native? 
Restoring the landscape with native plants Retrieved from 
http://www.restoringthelandscape.com/2011/12/is-that-species-native.html). 
 
 
Because there are particular locations where the species’ ranges overlap, 
questions about the potential for competition between native and non-native species of 
Echinacea have been raised in the past. Snyder et al. (1994) compared the competitive 
abilities of three Echinacea species: E. pallida, E. tennesseensis, and E. angustifolia. This 
study clarified the ranges of each species, and examined whether competition between E. 
pallida, E. tennesseensis, and E. angustifolia had an effect on their overall ranges across 
North America. Snyder et al. (1994) determined that there is a competitive hierarchy 
based on species yield and aggressivity.  E. pallida ranked higher than E. tennesseensis, 
which performed better than E. angustifolia. This demonstrates that E. pallida has a 
competitive advantage over E. angustifolia, thus, E. pallida could suppress E. 
angustifolia in mixed plantings (Snyder et al. 1994).  E. pallida and E. angustifolia are 
both geographically widespread (Snyder et. al. 1994) and overlap in many of their habitat 
requirements and in particular locations throughout their ranges, thus  there is potential 
for these species to encounter each other in nature and to coexist.  
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There have been instances where E. pallida has been mistaken for and sold as E. 
angustifolia. Binns et al. (2002) cite an occasion where E. pallida was sold as E. 
angustifolia DC in Europe, based on McGregor’s taxonomic identification standards. 
Thus, it is not unthinkable that the reason E. pallida now exists in prairie restoration sites 
of Minnesota is because of human error, and restoration workers accidentally planting E. 
pallida. Mistakes in taxonomic identifications or improper labeling of seeds would 
explain the unintended presence of E. pallida in Minnesota prairie sites. 
Exploring hybridization events, and other interactions between these two species 
and understanding how to maintain genetic diversity of Echinacea is important for two 
reasons. 1) This genus holds both medical and ornamental significance (Flagel et al. 
2008) and is found commonly throughout North America. 2) We can apply knowledge 
from the study of E. angustifolia and E. pallida to a broader range of species in the 
Asteraceae family. These two species share four key characteristics with other species 
that were once abundant on the tallgrass prairie. First, E. pallida is long-lived. For 
example, many of the individual plants used for the Echinacea Project have been tracked 
for over 15 years, but it is suspected that individual plants can live between 17 and 44 
years (Wagenius 2009). Second, E. angustifolia and E. pallida reproduce sexually, with a 
self-incompatible breeding system. Third, like many other species of the tall-grass prairie, 
E. angustifolia and E. pallida have generalist pollinators and are pollinated by a wide 
range of insect species. Lastly, much like other prairie plant species, Echinacea fruits 
have no specialized mechanisms for dispersal (MacArthur 1968) and achenes typically 
fall directly beneath the parent plant.  These four characteristics, as well as the economic 
significance of these two prairie species, make them useful model species in studying 
interspecific and intraspecific plant interactions in prairie sites. 
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  Non-native species 
A biological invasion, as defined by Meekins and McCarthy (1991), occurs 
whenever an organism or species, not typically found in that location, is introduced to an 
area and is successful in establishing. Non-native species can be introduced through a 
variety of vectors, both intentionally and unintentionally. For example, plant and animal 
species have moved throughout the world, intentionally, as forms of biotic controls for 
pests, as well as accidentally, via accidental plantings and human movement (Meekins 
and McCarthy 1991). Non-native plants have also been transferred between locations for 
ornamental and commercial purposes, including many flowers planted in gardens or 
common crops (Meekins and McCarthy 1991). Lastly, humans have caused a series of 
environmental changes, destroying barriers that have separated entire biotas for hundreds 
and thousands of years (Mooney and Cleland 2001). There are estimates that in the past 
500 years, 3% of the land has been taken over by invasive or non-native species (Mooney 
and Cleland 2001). As human traffic increases across the world, and as habitats become 
more and more disturbed, the number of non-native species that successfully establish 
will increase as well.  
Invasion of non-native species can be accelerated by the fragmentation of a 
habitat and an increase in a plant’s ability to alter the habitat around it, or make better use 
of local resources. In a majority of cases, introduced plants cannot compete with the 
indigenous flora and can only be maintained through cultivation (Harper, 1965). They 
typically perform poorly with introduction and are unable to establish on their own. 
Successfully introduced plants, however, can have severe impacts on natural ecosystems 
and local species (Meekins and McCarthy 1999). Non-native species can enter a 
community aggressively, resulting in competitive exclusion, displacement of species, 
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hybridization, introgression, or predation. In turn, these impacts can result in the 
extinction or endangerment of native species. 
One theory about the superiority of introduced plant species mentioned by 
Meekins and McCarthy (1999) is that energy previously used for protection from 
herbivores may be directed, instead, to production of greater biomass. Alternatively, 
perhaps the introduced species is more readily able to use the resources around it than the 
native species, via high resource-use efficiency (RUE) (Funk and Vitousek 2007). Lastly, 
if the species is allelopathic, it may be able to suppress the vegetation around it (Meekins 
and McCarthy 1999). These theories help explain why certain species of non-native 
plants may succeed over native species, or other invasive or weedy species. 
Non-native species tend to grow larger in new territories than in their native range 
(Blossey and Nötzold 1995, Mooney and Cleland 2001), suggesting potential for some 
species to eliminate native species by hogging resources or having higher resource 
efficiency. According to Mooney and Cleland (2001), some introduced species have the 
ability to completely eliminate native species through competitive exclusion, although 
most examples of this occur in animal species. More commonly, native plant species are 
out-competed by non-native species through competition for nutrients, space, and 
pollinators (Brown et al. 2002). According to Brown et al. (2002), heterospecific pollen 
transfer between native and non-native species can cause reduced seed set. When Lythum 
salicaria (purple loosetrife) was introduced into populations of L. alatum (winged 
loosestrife), there was for reduced pollination and seed set in the native plants. One can 
infer, therefore, that non-native species have the potential to competitively influence 
reproduction of native species.  
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 Non-native species may also influence the abundance and persistence of a native 
population. Huxel (1999), it is suggests that the displacement of native taxa by non-native 
taxa can occur very rapidly. If an invader has a higher aggressivity value, there is 
potential for said species to become a pest or weedy species (Williamson 1996, Meekins 
and McCarthy 1999). Today, many non-native species have become weedy woody 
species, impacting remaining prairie fragments. These pest species typically flourish 
away from their natural habitats, and tend to degrade prairies by limiting the number of 
native species and altering ecological processes and resource availability such as the 
Scotch broom tends to do in South Puget Sound prairies (Dunn 1998). These invasions 
can threaten individual species, plant and animal communities, and even affect the prairie 
habitat, causing further degradation and edge effects. 
One of the most destructive results of the establishment of invasive species is the 
potential for hybridization between the non-native and native populations. Competitive 
exclusion by introduced species can be further exacerbated by the potential for 
hybridization, which can result in a population of individuals where the native gene pool 
has been polluted (Huxley 2001). Also, much like the competitive ability of non-natives, 
hybrids can demonstrate a higher competitive ability than native species due to higher 
resource-use efficiency of available soil nutrients, light, or pollinators. In the absence of 
hybridization, the interaction between a native species and an introduced species is 
essentially competitive (Huxley 2001). Species that have greater fitness will dominate the 
community. However, once hybridization of non-native species with native flora occurs, 
it begins to get more complicated. 
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Hybridization 
Interspecific Hybridization Defined 
Interspecific hybridization occurs in many plants, animals and fungi. According to 
Rhymer and Simberloff (1996), however, hybridization occurs much more frequently 
among plant species than among animal species. Ellstrand et al. (2013) suggest that 
hybridization occurs in 25% of plant species, but hybridization is more common within 
some genera than others. For example, the genus, Centurea, contains 1350 species, with 
232 records of hybridizations (Cox 2004). In plants, genotypic crosses take place when 
pollination occurs, either intraspecifically between two parental plants from different 
populations of the same species, or interspecifically between two parental plants from 
two different species. The term hybridization is reserved strictly for the pollination 
between two plants from differing species or cultivars.  
Factors Promoting Hybridization 
Although crosses occur frequently in nature, certain criteria must be met in order 
for them to be successful. First, the parent plants generally must be in the same genus. 
Second, they must have the same pollination vectors to successfully transfer pollen from 
the paternal plant to the maternal plant (Vilà et al. 2000). Third, there needs to be an 
overlap in the species’ flowering times in order for pollination to take place (Vilà et al. 
2000). Finally, pollen of the paternal plant must be compatible with stigma of the 
maternal plant. It is necessary for the S-locus alleles in the stigma and the pollen coat to 
differ in order for another plant’s pollen to be compatible and accepted (Wagenius et al. 
2007). If these conditions are not met, hybridization between two species is extremely 
unlikely, if not impossible. 
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Various factors can promote the success of hybrids. Hybridization in nature is not 
always, but typically, attributed to human interaction or habitat degradation (Mallet 
2005), Most often, success and spread of hybrids increases with increased degrees of 
disturbance and fragmentation of habitats (Rhymer and Simberloff 1996). Although 
natural hybridization can occur between plants, it is normally prevented by abiotic and 
biotic mechanisms (Vilà et al. 2000). However, disturbance of habitats, such as tallgrass 
prairies, creates appropriate conditions for hybridization by putting ecologically isolated 
species in contact with non-native species, resulting in genetic swapping between the two 
(Vilà et al. 2000). Not only does disturbance allow for new interactions among species, it 
can also result in range expansion. Vilà et al. (2000) note that land use changes, dating 
back to European settlement, have since resulted in small patches of prairie that are now 
intermingled with woodland habitat, permitting new interactions with species not present 
in the area in earlier years. The most significant variable promoting the hybridization of 
prairie plants with natives is human dispersal of the non-native plants (Vilà et al. 2000). 
The pathways of most concern in fragmented Minnesota prairies are the hybridization of 
non-native and native species, and the indirect and direct effects they might have on 
surrounding plant and animal communities.  
Effects of Hybridization 
Hybridization between species is a natural process that has played a key role in 
evolution, particularly in plant species. Hybridization may result in evolutionary 
adaptation of both alien and native populations (Cox 2004). Three pathways of 
hybridization can yield different effects on a plant community: hybridization between 
natives, exotic and native, and artificial hybridization (Vilà et al. 2000). The effects are 
variable and can harm or benefit a particular plant population. Sometimes, mixed 
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genotypes are inferior to the original, and sometimes they are not (Rhymer and 
Simberloff 1968). Negative effects of interspecific hybridization can be contamination of 
the native gene pool, increased competition with native species, and in the worst case, the 
extinction of species on the local, regional, and global scale. Beneficial effects of 
hybridization include the introduction of stronger, more desirable traits and genetic 
variability in populations in which inbreeding has occurred.  
Hybrids can appear as the sterile offspring of a crossing, meaning the F1 
generation does not have the ability to reproduce and form an F2 generation. For 
example, hybridization between Silphum alternifolia and S. maritima produces a hybrid 
unable to backcross with the parental population (Cox 2004). This creates potential for 
creation of a new species.  Arnold, et al. (1991) used genetic markers and amplification 
of cpDNA to demonstrate the hybridization of two species of Iris, Iris fulva and I. 
hexgona, resulting in the creation of a third species, I. nelsonii. Because the offspring 
were unable to backcross and could only reproduce with another hybrid, the gene pool of 
the hybrid plants was forced to differentiate from that of the parental plants/species.  
 Another result of hybridization, in addition to speciation, is extinction. Simulation 
models by Cox (2004) show that the hybridization process can lead to the extinction of 
native species in less than 6 generations. For example, Lantana depressa, a diploid 
species, is currently in contact with a tetraploid species of the same genus, L. camara, 
forming a triploid hybrid that has spread vigorously. It appears that the triploids will 
displace the diploid species (Cox 2004). This is causing concern for potential extinction 
of the native L. depressa. This threat of extinction has also been witnessed in animal 
species. For instance, mallard ducks have hybridized with other members of the genus 
Anas in Florida and New Zealand, to an extent that threatens the genetic existence of 
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local forms (Rhymer and Simberloff 1996). In other words, the gene pool has been so 
diluted by the genetic swapping between species that the genetic integrity of local species 
is in danger. This dilution of genetic integrity is also apparent in populations of E. pallida 
and E. angustifolia. These species have a history of natural hybridization and can now be 
found in close proximity in Minnesota prairie remnants. It provides an ideal site for 
studying the influence of non-native species introductions into native populations, and 
potential effects of hybridization.  
Hybridization between Non-native and Native Species 
Invasive or non-native species are currently recognized as having a major impact 
on native biodiversity. Due to the influx of non-native species and continued human 
alteration of the land, hybridization of once allopatric species has increased (Vilà et al. 
2000), acting as the primary source of adaptive biology and contemporary evolution in 
plant communities (Cox 2004). According to Cox (2004), contemporary evolution is 
complete evolutionary change that can occur in less than 100 generations; whereas other 
forms of evolution may take thousands of years. However, some evolutionary changes 
are detectable in a single generation (Neuhauser et al. 2003). As a result, tracking hybrids 
immediately after crossing can allow for a better understanding of the evolutionary 
effects of hybridization.  
Hybridization between native and alien species can occur relatively easily. Hybrid 
cultivars, crops, and other non-native species within a native population have different 
pathways of initial hybridization. The pollen parent in the initial event could involve a 
plant in cultivation, a parental plant left from a previous planting or seed spillage, or an 
accidental planting (Ellstrand et al. 2013). An example of hybridization between a native 
species and a non-native species is that of the native California cord grass (Spartina 
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foliosa), and introduced smooth cord grass (Spartina alterniflora), in San Francisco Bay. 
Pollen of the smooth cord grass is more viable and, therefore, promotes heavy seed set of 
the hybrids (Cox 2004). Because of their success, hybrids are pushing native cord grass 
out of the Bay and are backcrossing extensively with parental populations. It is currently 
suggested that hybrids may establish outside the Bay hybrid zone (Cox 2004). If this is 
the case, there is potential for hybrids to impact a larger range of plant communities and 
potentially become a weedy species throughout Northern California.  
Threat to Genetic Integrity 
Indirect effects of hybridization are often genetic, and occur on a species level. 
Hybridization can result in the dilution of the native species’ gene pool due to 
introgression (Abbott 1992). The threat to genetic integrity of prairie plant populations is 
of highest concern in fragmented prairies, with the sole causes being hybridization and 
introgression. This is because smaller populations are often more affected by this genetic 
drift. Ecological interactions have a very strong influence on the genetic composition of 
plant populations (Neuhauser et al. 2003). Understanding community genetics can be a 
very important part of understanding the dynamics of a community of plants by focusing 
on impacts of certain ecological interactions and their genetic effects, both within and 
among species.  
Hybridization can often elicit differences in flowering, pollination, seed dispersal, 
seed set, and resistance to pathogens as a result of genetic variation. Vilà et al. (2000) 
investigated the hybridization and introgression of a local species, Cyripedium candidum, 
with a non-native species, C. pubscens, which resulted in a loss of genetic variation and 
genetic drift in the native species (Vilà et al. 2000). Hybrids also have the potential to 
change the fitness of a local plant population. Morphology is one characteristic that can 
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be used in order to compare the fitness of a plant population (Arnold and Hodges 1995). 
Next generation crosses can result in faster growth and higher fitness, causing them to be 
better competitors than native individuals (Arnold and Hodges 1995 and Van Gaal 1998). 
Populations of native species have been present much longer than non-native populations, 
and are often better adapted to the habitat. Thus, introducing genetic variability and traits 
that are not typically found in local sites may be problematic for the fitness of native 
species. Rieseberg and Ellstrand (1993) revealed that frequently, F1 hybrids are not 
necessarily comparable to parents and may have differences in morphological traits. The 
transformation of physical adaptations could be detrimental to proper growth of plants 
within a population.  
Reproductive capabilities and seedling vigor often vary greatly with 
hybridization, as well. If chromosomal forms are similar enough to pair, offspring 
resulting from hybridization can be fertile (Cox 2004). Occasionally, the result can be a 
merged reproductive unit, in which the hybrids can backcross with parent populations, 
resulting in complex introgression (Cox 2004). This may be an appropriate way to 
demonstrate hybrid vigor. Non-native and hybrid populations may have an advantage 
over native species if the average seed set is higher for non-native and hybrid plants than 
it is for native plants. Additionally, hybrids can begin to push out the native species as a 
result of out-competition for the same resources (Cox 2004). For example, in sea figs, 
Carpobrotus chilensis and C. edulis hybridized. The resulting seed demonstrated a 
reproductive advantage of non-native C. edulis and the hybrid cross, over native C. 
chilensis (Cox 2004). Eventually, this advantage in reproduction may result in the out-
competition of the native C. chilensis.  
Ecological Effects 
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Whereas many of the effects of hybridization are typically genetic, many direct 
ecological effects of hybridization occur on the community level. Hybrids can threaten 
native species and offset the balance of a community by altering resource availability to 
other plant species (Vilà et al. 2000). Hybrids can also interrupt the reproductive system 
of the community by wasting pollen. For example, if a hybrid plant accepts pollen, but 
does not have high seed set or cannot produce viable offspring, it can directly affect the 
size of the native plant population by wasting viable pollen.   Even sterile hybrids, 
therefore, can have a negative impact on prairie communities. In addition to wasting 
pollen, hybrids can affect the reproduction of native species, or even out-compete the 
native species, if they appear more attractive to pollinators than indigenous species 
(Ridley et al. 2011). Phenology, production of chemical compounds, and plant size can 
result in alterations in a plant’s apparency to herbivores and pollinators (Ridley et al. 
2011). Each of these is genetically variable and can differ based on the crossing pattern: 
crosses between distant relatives, hybridization, and introgression.  
According to Arnold and Hodges (1995), most hybrids do not exhibit the lowest 
fitness, compared to both parents, and may lead to the production of relatively fit 
genotypes. If the hybrid crosses perform well, they may become weedy. Many weedy 
Helianthus species of the North American prairies are classic examples of hybridization 
and introgression, causing out-competition.  According to Rieseberg (1991), Native 
Americans probably introduced Helianthus annuus to California from the Great Plains. 
Introgressive hybridization with H. bolanderi has resulted in a hybrid swarm that is now 
prevalent in California (Rieseberg 1991). This weedy species must now be strategically 
removed from the region due to the negative impacts to native plant populations 
throughout the rest of the region. This example demonstrates that species in the 
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Asteraceae family have the potential to become weedy and problematic as a result of 
hybridization. It also demonstrates the potential outcomes of human movement of non-
native species.  
In some cases, competition between hybrids and native species does not have a 
tremendous impact on local populations. For example, Van Gaal (1998) found that in 
hybrids of Echinacea purpurea and a cultivar, E. purpurea ‘White Swan’, the wild-type 
had a slight fitness advantage and the hybrid and wild-type fitness was more similar than 
different. Wild-type plants were slightly larger in this study than the F1 plants, although 
F1 plants had higher reproductive output (Van Gaal 1998). Rieseberg suggests that the F1 
plants appear to be only slightly stronger competitors than the wild-type. It is unknown 
whether the higher reproductive tendencies of F1 plants would be prevalent in the hybrid 
population, as it is unknown if the F1 hybrids would receive sufficient resources to allow 
this trait to show (Van Gaal 1998). If this tendency does not become prevalent in the 
population, then the effects that the hybrid has on the native population will be minimal.  
Hybrids also have the capability to be beneficial to a plant community. Hybrid 
crossing can adjust the genetic diversity of a population in order to reduce the frequency 
of detrimental alleles or traits (Cox 2004). Also, recombination can result in a genotype 
better-adapted to the new environment than its parents (Abbott 1994). Hybrid offspring 
containing greater genetic variability may also be able to occupy a larger range of 
microhabitats than parental populations. That being said, the genetic effects are more 
often detrimental than beneficial.  
Hybridization in Echinacea 
Natural hybridization is frequent within the Echinacea genus, particularly in 
regions where ranges overlap. McGregor (1968) performed all possible crosses between 
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each of the 9 species in the genus, finding that each has the ability to hybridize with the 
other (with the exception of E. tennesseensis). He also completed many backcrosses, 
demonstrating that both hybridization and introgression are possible. Hybridization of 
Echinacea species often results in triploid individuals that produce sterile achenes 
(McGregor 1968). In support of McGregor’s findings, Kiefer and Goldsmith (2010, 2011: 
unpublished) determined that it was possible for E. angustifolia and E. pallida to cross-
pollinate in Minnesota prairies. Further research also demonstrated that E. angustifolia 
and E. pallida were compatible for pollination and could produce viable seed (Sanford-
Long 2012: Unpublished). With the exception of these minor studies, little information is 
available about the hybridization between E. pallida and E. angustifolia.  
In certain restoration plots of Minnesota, restoration managers unintentionally 
planted E. pallida, a species native to the area, in place of native E. angustifolia. They did 
so, either by purchasing the wrong seed or not having sufficient knowledge of the ranges 
of both species (Wagenius: personal communication). There is also the possibility that 
the species was planted ornamentally near a prairie remnant and established on its own. 
E. angustifolia and E. pallida ranges naturally overlap in select locations throughout the 
United States (USDA 2013). In regions where the ranges overlap, hybrid zones may 
exist. However, in regions where the species do not overlap, such as the fragmented 
prairies of Minnesota, E. pallida is considered to be an invasive species.  E. pallida is so 
closely related to the native species, it is expected to do well in the prairie, and therefore 
falls in this category. It is, therefore, plausible for E. pallida to establish in the Hegg Lake 
Wildlife Reserve. There is also potential that E. pallida may play a role in E. 
angustifolia’s persistence in the prairies of Minnesota (Goldsmith 2011: Unpublished).  
Regardless of how E. pallida came to establish in Minnesota prairies, it currently coexists 
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with E. angustifolia, and is therefore a good species in which to study the interaction 
between a non-native and native species. 
 A detailed study of this interaction may determine potential for ecological and 
genetic consequences that result from the recent introduction of non-native E. pallida in 
Minnesota prairies. Understanding the potential of hybrids may assist in assessing the 
threat level of an introduction to a region (Ruensink et al. 1995 and Goldsmith Proposal 
(unpublished) 2011). It is also important to follow the hybridization of the two species to 
track whether hybrids plants are undergoing introgression or evolution due to continuous 
backcrossing with parental plants. Hybridization is directly correlated to introgression.  
The existence of hybridization in a habitat, however, does not necessarily mean that 
introgression is certain to occur. More thorough studies are necessary to determine if 
introgression, in the direction of non-native E. pallida to native E. angustifolia, will occur 
in remnant tallgrass prairies.  
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Introgression 
What is introgression? 
The difference between hybridization and introgression is frequently difficult to 
distinguish because introgression is a continuation of the interactive processes that occur 
during hybridization. Introgression is an evolutionarily constructive process, meaning it 
encourages evolution within a species (Rhymer and Simberloff 1968). In order for 
introgression to occur, hybridization between two plant species or populations must have 
already taken place. It begins when a fertile or semi-fertile hybrid backcrosses with an 
individual of the parental species and the invasion of foreign genetic material into the 
genome of a species occurs (Mallet 2005, Ellstrand et al. 2013). Continued introgression 
ensues under repeated backcrossing, and has a wide range of effects. 
Introgression has the potential to increase the genetic impact of hybrids on a 
community. It is commonly believed that introgression is an important process for 
introducing adaptive variation into a population, but it is important to remember that 
introgression cannot be as common as hybridization (Ellstrand et al. 2013).   
Hybridization can exist without introgression, but introgression cannot occur without 
hybridization. Because the two processes are closely related, identifying introgression 
within a population of hybrids can be quite problematic.  
Whereas hybrids may be differentiated based on their phenotypic traits, detection 
of introgressants by phenology and morphology can be much more difficult. Once 
backcrossing occurs between the hybrids and the parental species, exchange of the 
variant is then possible.  Often, because of the continued backcrossing with parental 
species, biochemical markers and genomic sequencing are necessary for identifying if 
and how frequently backcrossing and introgression have occurred, where crosses have 
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occurred, and what genetic traits are being affected (Ellstrand et al. 2013, Rieseberg 
2011). In most cases, if a genotypic sequence of study is similar to another species, this is 
indicative that the variant is the result of adaptive introgression (Hendrick 2013). 
Generally in introgression, the related taxa are different species, but it can also occur in 
different subspecies or divergent populations (Hendrick 2013). Spontaneous 
hybridization can be the first step for alleles to travel from one plant species to the other. 
The establishment of said alleles then occurs through introgression. Gene flow between 
hybrids and their parental populations allows for microevolution. 
Why study introgression? 
As common as hybridization may be in plant communities, it rarely occurs 
enough to threaten the genetic integrity of a species (Ellstrand et al. 2013). If there is a 
meaningful or significant ecological or evolutionary impact, it is most likely the result of 
introgression (Ellstrand et al. 2013). Theoretically, studying whether introgression is 
occurring within a hybrid population would allow for the assessment of plant risk and 
genetic integrity.  Classic models suggest that for a gene to establish in a population, even 
if favorable, it must also be abundant (Ellstrand et al. 2013). It is also suggested that even 
if abundant, the trait may take a long time to become established and to permanently 
invade the population. It is expected that beneficial traits will introgress more easily into 
a population, whether from the native or non-native species (Ellstrand et al. 2013). 
Certain traits of cultivated and introduced plants are not expected to be advantageous in 
the wild, such as dwarfism, non-shattering seed heads, and absence of dormancy. 
Introgression may increase genetic diversity or add other traits, such as resistance to 
diseases, pests, and stresses to the genome (Ellstrand et al. 2013, Van Gaal 1998). These 
traits may be more beneficial or better adapted for a particular location and would be 
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expected to persist once integrated into certain plant populations, increasing the fitness of 
the species. In this case, introgression would be more beneficial than harmful.  
According to Rhymer and Simberloff (1968), conservationists needn’t worry each 
time populations undergo gene exchange for three reasons. First, some level of genetic 
exchange is necessary for plant species, and for this reason, introgression may be 
beneficial. Second, preventing the occurrence of introgression is costly, and in some 
cases impossible, and particularly at the local population level, alleles and genotypes will 
be lost and others will arise, with or without gene flow. That being said, introgression can 
also be cause for concern, particularly in small, fragmented populations, or for 
endangered or threatened species. 
Environmental Impacts of Introgression 
The fitness of hybrid genotypes has a strong influence over the outcome of 
introgressive hybridization and competition, and in turn, will affect the impact 
hybridization and introgression within a plant population will have on the environment. If 
an introgressive genotype is disadvantaged in any way, the genotype will not persist (Cox 
2004). However, if the hybrid genotype is stronger and has hybrid vigor, complete 
displacement of the native is prevented unless the non-native species invasion rate is 
extremely high (Cox 2004). The rate of influx of non-native species correlates with 
genetic assimilation of the native population. Under appropriate conditions, native 
species can become absorbed into the gene pool. For example, in Trout Lake, Wisconsin, 
introduced Orconectes rusticus competes with and interbreeds with native O. propinqus 
(Cox 2004). The hybrids of the two species are competitively superior to both parents, 
suggesting that if non-native populations are large, hybrids may come to dominate the 
region. There is also a threat of native species becoming genetically assimilated into the 
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non-native species’ gene pool. If there is enough introgression within a population, a new 
species, or variety may arise. For example, McGregor (1968) suggests that E. angustifolia 
var. strigosa was an introgressant taxon arising from hybridization between E. pallida 
var. angust, and E. atrorubens var. atrorubens. For this reason, introgression has the 
ability to constantly act on a population. 
 Adaptive responses and variations of particular traits are necessary for the 
continued success of a species. The presence of non-native species can induce these 
adaptive responses, resulting in genotypic mixing. Most often, genetic variation is 
attributed to mutations or standing variation. A major source of adaptive genetic variation 
involves introgression of other donor species, including non-natives (Hendrick 2013). 
Adaptive introgression is thought to have an intermediate rate of adaptive change, as well 
as an intermediate fixation of adaptive variants (Hendrick 2013). Non-adaptive 
introgression (detrimental or neutral genetic variation) is also used to describe the transfer 
of genetic material between two species. According to Hendrick (2013), there are 
differences in the characteristics of the three sources of adaptive variation. He suggests 
that adaptive introgression has low initial frequency, and there is potential for a long 
waiting time. He also suggests there can be numerous changes in the genome on multiple 
loci (Hendrick 2013). If introgression has occurred more than once, initial frequency 
could be higher. Mutation in a gene can also be introduced through introgression. 
 The effects of introgression on a population can vary greatly between different 
genera. There has been documentation of mixing genotypes having no noticeable effects 
on the populations. For example, hybrids of the New Zealand grey ducks and mallards 
show no significant change in fertility or viability (Rhymer and Simberloff 1996). 
However, there have also been a number of cases in which introgression can become 
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threatening. There have also been cases in which genetic traits are crucial to survival and 
reproduction. For example, anadromous salmonids have migratory life cycles, and need 
particular adaptations to local environment in order to tolerate the water conditions and 
effectively reproduce in that location (Rhymer and Simberloff 1996). Other examples of 
introgression include the red deer of Scotland. Siko deer were introduced to Scotland 100 
years ago. Since then, they have begun interbreeding with the native red deer (Cox 2004). 
Due to the interbreeding between these two species, the Scottish red deer may be at risk 
of genetic assimilation, genetic introgression, and potentially extinction (Cox 2004). 
Rhymer and Simberloff (1996) mention instances of backcrossing amongst hybrids of 
endangered vertebrates, and describe such events as “contamination by introgression”. 
Some well-known examples include the Red and Gray wolves, as well as Florida 
panthers (Rhymer and Simberloff 1996). Because these species are endangered, it is very 
important to track the transfer of genes, as some can be highly beneficial or extremely 
detrimental to the entire species by polluting the at risk species’ genome with harmful 
traits.  
While many of these examples of adaptive introgression occur in animals, the 
bulk of recorded introgression events occurs in plants, and botanists have documented 
multiple examples of adaptive introgression in plant species, noting that it plays an 
extremely important role in the adaptation of individual species. One such example is the 
cultivated sunflower in North America, Helianthus annuus and a native species, H. 
debilis (Whitney et al. 2006 and Hendrick 2013). Introgression has occurred between 
these two species, resulting in adaptations of the native species. Wild Helianthus, much 
like Echinacea is self-incompatible and insect pollinated. DNA markers have 
demonstrated that cultivated sunflowers have indeed introgressed into the wild-type 
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populations. Comparisons of fitness in H. annuus and crop-wild hybrids demonstrate an 
F1 fitness penalty, meaning the hybrids tend to do slightly worse than the parental species 
(Ellstrand et al. 2013). This could be due to the introgression of detrimental traits of the 
crop into the hybrid population, such as larger seed size and insect resistance.
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Restoration in Fragmented Plant Communities 
Prairie Conservation Efforts 
One of the largest problems for prairie conservation is that many people cannot 
comprehend the significance of the land or its importance to the ecosystem as a whole. 
Most efforts are focused on temperate and tropical forests, with prairies receiving little to 
no attention (Sampson and Knopf 1994). There are, therefore, many gaps in knowledge 
about the health of prairie habitats and about how human mediated fragmentation and 
species introductions have impacted prairie communities There is only scattered literature 
about the detrimental effects that hybridization of non-native species with native species 
can have on native prairie populations, as well as the genetic and ecological effects of 
fragmentation on individual plant populations.  
 Sampson and Knopf (1994) suggest that in the world of conservation, prairies 
should be of utmost concern. They list a series of ways in which to restore and protect 
remaining North American prairies. These include: demonstrating the importance of 
prairies, identifying viable representatives of each type of prairie, keeping a log of 
endemic prairie species, evaluating the abundance of threatened and endangered species, 
discouraging presence of woody species, supporting conservation initiatives, and defining 
the borders of ecoregions (Sampson and Knopf 1994).  Sampson and Knopf (1994) also 
suggest that the long-term solution to prairie degradation is the implementation of 
sustainable practices, with a focus on the use of less damaging technology and 
machinery, interaction of social-political and economic environments, and the 
conservation of diversity and relation of local and regional habitat success to global 
health. In order to demonstrate the significance of prairies and to save what little is left, 
therefore, it is necessary to think globally, rather than just locally.  
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 Those concerned about the conservation and persistence of remnant plant 
populations have made sure to document both environmental and ecological effects of 
fragmentation (Neunhauser et al. 2003). By doing this, conservationists have been able to 
create more effective restoration and conservation programs, focusing on those factors 
most threatening to the prairies. According to Dunn (1998), controlling woody pest plants 
and other invasive species is the most effective way to restore prairies and maintain 
biodiversity. For example, in South Puget Sound prairies, Douglas fir has become a pest 
plant and has had the greatest impact on native species throughout the prairies (Dunn 
1998). By removing this species from South Puget Sound prairies, native species would 
have a better chance at establishing and surviving, resulting in a healthier, more 
successful prairie. The most promising way of removing these unwanted species is 
chemical control. Several herbicides appear promising for controlling pest trees and 
grasses while leaving native species unscathed.  
 Another method commonly used in prairie restoration is transplantation of native 
prairie species directly back into the habitat (Dunn 1998). It is possible to reintroduce 
species by planting seedlings, however, it appears that transplants grow much more 
quickly, and successfully, yielding a 90% survival rate in the Puget Sound Prairie region 
(Dunn 1998). McGregor (1968) demonstrated that most species within the genus 
Echinacea can be transplanted successfully between prairie patches. There have also been 
numerous examples of Echinacea angustifolia being successfully transplanted back into 
the prairie remnants of Minnesota. In most of these cases, adding fertilizer doesn’t 
increase the rate of survival, but rather increases the success of non-native species (Dunn 
1998). As a result, fertilizer should not be used in the restoration of prairies or when 
transplants are being performed.  
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Ethics of Restoration 
 It is also interesting to look at the appropriateness of attempting to restore a 
seemingly destroyed habitat to its natural state and observe the ethical dilemmas that may 
arise from restoration programs. Some argue that remaining prairies are already so small 
and fragmented that they are not worth the time and money to restore, and that efforts 
would be better directed towards conserving untouched land, rather than trying to revive 
completely destroyed habitats. Differing opinions are based on the determination of 
intrinsic value for both the natural habitat, and that which must be restored or managed 
by humans (Elliot 1982). Elliot and others argue that different types of habitat do not 
have the same value, but rather, when humans manipulate the environment, there is a loss 
to its intrinsic value. Differing opinions about how to go about restoration may be the 
reason for the lack of action to conserve tallgrass prairies.  
In Fake Nature, Elliot (1982) suggests that the resurrection of natural value 
depends on the amount of influence that humans have on the environment, and that the 
more involved humans become on a landscape, the less natural value it contains. His 
argument is that restoration is not always good because you cannot bring back what was 
once lost, and in the attempt to bring what is lost back, the land loses the natural and 
intrinsic value that it once possessed. Restoration requires years of human involvement 
and continuous human influence before a prairie can be left untouched by humans and be 
fully “restored” to its original state. However, even then, prairies are surrounded by 
human influences (Elliot 1982). They remain transformed and small, and extremely 
fragile.  
Some would argue that the reason the prairie is in its current state is because of 
human influence, and that it is our responsibility to return it to its original form. In other 
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words, it is our responsibility to eradicate the non-native or invasive species that we 
introduced. Yet, others feel that taking action and restoring native communities and 
prairie habitats have the potential to interrupt the ecological system even further. For 
example, as was the case with E. pallida, humans made mistakes. Rather than restoring 
the prairie to its original state, this non-native species was introduced to patches of prairie 
habitat where it were not intended to be. The degree of human involvement in the care of 
natural systems has been a topic of continuous debate among restoration ecologists and 
those with opposing views making it difficult to take action.  
Appropriateness of the Non-natives 
In my study of introduced E. pallida, the question of whether non-natives should 
be allowed to thrive in prairie remnant or restoration patch is of most relevance.  Is it 
better to leave these patches as they are and allow nature run its course, or is it better to 
provide management that only allows native species to survive in a restored habitat? In 
most cases, non-native species are viewed as problematic and unwanted in restoration, 
and should be removed. However, in some cases, invasive species do no harm to 
restoration habitats, but rather, may provide important ecological and economic 
advantages by speeding up the restoration process (Ewel and Putz 2004). Another 
advantage of leaving non-native species in a remnant prairie patch is that prairies are so 
fragmented, and species populations so small and separated, that the introduction of new 
species and new genes would be beneficial to the populations.  
E. pallida does not share the same range as E. angustifolia’s and is not found 
naturally in prairie remnants throughout Minnesota. However, it is still native to the 
North American tallgrass prairies in other regions throughout the United States 
(McGregor 1968). What difference would it make if we permitted another species native 
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to the United States into the remnant? There does not appear to be a correct answer to this 
question, but opinions may differ based on the impact the introduction has on native 
community structure in that particular location. It is necessary to weigh the risks against 
the benefits of allowing persistence of invasive species in a restoration site. If the species 
not native to the location has a negative impact on present, native species, it seems 
logical that it should be eradicated. But if the non-native species has a neutral impact on 
the native species, then what is the harm? It is unclear whether or not non-native species, 
such as E. pallida, should be removed simply for the sake of “attempting” to restore the 
prairie to its original state; however, by performing this hybridization study, it can help to 
address this concern.  
 Even if eradication of a species is deemed necessary, removal of a problematic 
invasive species or non-native species may be too difficult. For example, if E. pallida is 
found to be a nuisance in Minnesota prairies, removal would be difficult because it is so 
morphologically similar to the native species. Identifying which plants should be 
removed from the habitat would be next to impossible. By understanding the potential 
impacts of future introductions before they occur, we could determine the need for 
conservation, restoration, or non-native species eradication before it becomes a larger 
issue. My study is important and relevant to the conservation and understanding of 
restoration of North American tallgrass prairies, as it offers insight into how non-native 
prairie species may interact with native species when introduced into a prairie remnant.                        
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Hypothesis 
Hybridization may occur between native species, non-native species, or native and non-
native species and can have adverse effects on plant populations, including changes in 
morphological and phenotypic traits. Based on current knowledge for hybridization and 
introgression between plant populations, I hypothesized that there would be variation in 
leaf characteristics of seedlings from the four hybrid crosses of E. angustifolia and E. 
pallida. I also hypothesized that these variations in population characteristics could have 
a negative impact on the native plant populations in Minnesota prairie remnants. 
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Background 
Study Site 
In 2006, members of a prairie restoration team planted a non-native species, E. 
pallida, near Kensington MN as part of a restoration project. The Echinacea Project 
chose this site because it contained a population of native E. angustifolia in close 
proximity to a population of introduced E. pallida.  These adjacent populations could be 
used to examine the effects of a non-native species on the fitness and reproductive 
strengths of a native plant population (Sanford-Long 2012: Unpublished). The remaining 
portion of the hybridization experiment was performed at the Chicago Botanic Garden in 
a lab setting.  
Previous Cross Pollination Experiment: Seed Source 
Compatibility 
Achenes used in my experiment were collected by Shona Sanford-Long (2012) 
from a cross-pollination experiment performed in prairie remnants near Kensington, MN 
in July 2012. Sanford-Long performed a series of intra and interspecific crosses by hand 
pollinating six flowering heads of E. angustifolia and six of E. pallida. The crosses 
included all possible cross types (Table 2) (Sanford-Long 2012: Unpublished). On the 
first day of the experiment, all heads were covered with pollinator exclusion bags to 
avoid cross- contamination of the pollen by pollinators. The next day, pollen was 
collected in centrifuge tubes using toothpicks. Pollen was collected on alternate days and 
stored in a refrigerator at 4 degrees Celsius. Crosses were then performed by applying a 
few grains of the desired pollen to the specified style, using a toothpick, from June 24, 
2012 through July 6, 2012. Compatibility was determined using the style persistence 
measurement method (Wagenius, 2004). For a majority of crosses, the pollen had been 
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collected the previous day. If at least two thirds of the styles pollinated did not show the 
same response, further crosses were performed. Heads were harvested from August 5th to 
August 29th, 2012, when they were done flowering and were browned and crisp. 
 Sanford-Long then calculated compatibility for each of the four crosses. AP hybrid 
crosses had the highest compatibility rates, followed by AA, PA, and then PP (Sanford-
Long 2012: Unpublished). 
 
 
TABLE 2. Crosses performed by Shona Sanford-Long 
  E. pal    paternal 
(where each ID starts with PAL) 
E. ang     paternal 
  1002 1003 1005 1004 1013 1014 17167 17168 17169 17164 17165 17170 
E. pall 
maternal 
 
1002 Gry   Aqu Pnk Wht    Grn Ind Vlt 
1003  Gry  Aqu Pnk Wht    Grn Ind Vlt 
1005   Gry Aqu Pnk Wht    Grn Ind Vlt 
1004 Aqu Pnk Wht Gry   Grn Ind Vlt    
1013 Aqu Pnk Wht  Gry  Grn Ind Vlt    
1014 Aqu Pnk Wht   Gry Grn Ind Vlt    
E. ang 
maternal 
17167    Aqu Pnk Wht Gry   Grn Ind Vlt 
17168    Aqu Pnk Wht  Gry  Grn Ind Vlt 
17169    Aqu Pnk Wht   Gry Grn Ind Vlt 
17164 Aqu Pnk Wht    Grn Ind Vlt Gry   
17165 Aqu Pnk Wht    Grn Ind Vlt  Gry  
17170 Aqu Pnk Wht    Grn Ind Vlt   Gry 
 
Note: Initial crossing plan for the hand pollination of E. pallida and E. angustifolia in 
Sanford-Long’s (2012) study. According to Sanford-Long, shaded spaces include crosses 
initially performed and each of the different colors of the blocks differentiate the four 
crosses performed. Yellow cells are cross that were made if there were extra styles open. 
Within the cells, abbreviations demonstrate the color used to demonstrate bracts where 
styles shriveled (Aqu=Aqua, Pnk=Pink, Wht=White, Gry=Gray, Grn=Green, Ind=Indigo, 
Vlt=Violet).  
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In this experiment, we could be relatively certain that plants undergoing hand 
pollination from this population were not previously hybridized. Because E. pallida was 
introduced 7 years ago (Stuart Wagenius: personal communication, February 2014), and 
because these species take approximately 5 years to reach sexual maturity, even if E. 
angustifolia and E. pallida naturally crossed at this site, the offspring would not have 
reached sexual maturity at the time of the experiment. For that reason, we are confident 
that the plants crossed were purely E. angustifolia and E. pallida. 
 
 
   FIG. 5. X-rayed achenes. Sanford-Long (2012) used x-rays in order to determine if 
achenes were full or empty, with full achenes appearing to be white. Examples of full 
achenes in this image are 311 and 312. Although 310 has some white coloration, it is very 
dull in comparison and cannot be considered a full achene (Sanford-Long 2012: 
Unpublished).  
 
Seed Set 
In winter of 2013, achenes were separated from heads by hand, placed on sticky 
notes, and assigned a unique identification number. Achenes were x-rayed for 2 seconds 
at 18 Kv using a Faxitron X-ray Company Specimen Radiography System (model mx-
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EO) and identified as full, empty, or questionable, based on the presence or absence of an 
embryo (Fig. 5) (Sanford-Long 2012: Unpublished). In each x-ray image, Sanford-Long 
placed 6 envelopes in the Specimen Radiography System. Each of those envelopes 
contained a post-it note with from 3 to 8 achenes attached to the adhesive portion of the 
paper. Sanford-Long (2012) states that any achenes that were questionably full or 
considered full were then weighed in order to confirm their designation. If the achene had 
a weight greater than 0.15 mg, it was considered full. Fisher’s exact test was used to 
analyze differences in compatibility between the different crosses. Of the 1142 labeled 
achenes, 526 achenes were full. Results from this experiment demonstrated that of the 
successful crosses, PP had the highest seed set, while the native cross AA yielded the 
lowest mean seed set (Sanford-Long 2012: Unpublished). This suggests that the non-
native species yielded the highest number of seeds, and had the greatest potential for 
producing offspring in the Kensington, MN plot.                             
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Methods 
Pre-germination Methods 
In this experiment, I used 526 achenes obtained from the four crosses of the 
previous compatibility experiment. Only achenes that had been designated full, based on 
their weight, were used in this experiment. In total, there were: 137 AA, 85 AP, 141 PP, 
and 163 PA. I used an agar pre-germination method. In preparation for germination, 27-
10 mL deep Petri dishes were labeled (P101-P127) and 8 mL of 1-2 % dehydrated agar in 
Florel solution was added to each dish in order to hold the achenes in place throughout 
the experiment. This method was used in an attempt to reduce the amount of mold that 
frequently develops around achenes placed in the petri dishes, as well make this step in 
the lab much more efficient. Using the agar pre-germination method also aided in 
preventing the Petri dishes from drying out as frequently throughout the pre-germination 
period. 
A 1-2 % agarose solution was made by dissolving 6 grams agar powder in 300 
mL of deionized water and heating it, using a microwave, for 1-2 minutes. The solution 
was then allowed to cool by running the glass under cool water, then allowing the 
solution to sit for about 20 minutes, until the temperature reached ~55C. Once the 
solution was cool, 1095µL of Florel was added to the solution. Florel was only added 
after the solution cooled to prevent evaporation. After the agar solution thickened, 
approximately 8 mL of it was poured into each sterile Petri dishesto a depth of about 5 
mm. It was poured carefully so that the surface of the agar in the dishes was smooth, 
containing as few bubbles as possible. The dishes were placed in a hood and left to 
harden at room temperature for 2 hours. Once the agar had set, I covered each Petri dish 
with Perafilm and placed the dishes in a refrigerator for two days.   
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Placement of Achenes 
When achenes were ready to be placed, the agar dishes were removed from the 
refrigerator. Achenes were removed from their respective envelopes and carefully placed 
in a grid-like arrangement of 5 rows and 4 columns on the agar.  Each achene was 
randomly assigned a specific location in a dish. This pattern was followed using a 
spreadsheet, which listed where each achene should be placed and allowed us to refer to 
individual achenes (Appendix I). Rows and columns were labeled on the bottom of the 
dishes using a permanent marker, allowing each individual achene to be identifiable 
throughout the experiment. Since there were 526 achenes to be placed, and 540 available 
positions on the dishes, some rows were left empty. There were a total of 10 achenes that 
I could not locate in their respective envelopes.  Their individual identification numbers 
were 229, 154, 636, 230, 228, 650 532, 152, 153, and 718. These achenes may have been 
misplaced between experiments or may have fallen off of the post it notes on which they 
were placed in Sanford-Long’s experiment. 
Refrigeration of Achenes 
Once achenes were placed in their assigned locations, 1600 µL of Florel, was 
added to each dish and dishes were placed in a refrigerator for fourteen days. The dishes 
were checked every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday and Florel solution (365µl 
Florel/100mL water dilution) was added in 800µl increments when the dishes appeared 
dry. I created a randomized daily rotation scheme, in which the trays were rearranged and 
rotated 180 degrees order to ensure that the conditions were uniform for each of the Petri 
dishes.   
After two weeks of refrigeration, the dishes were moved into the Conviron CMP 
6050 growth chamber. Temperature, light, and humidity levels were kept constant 
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throughout the remainder of the experiment. Temperature was kept at 25 degrees Celsius 
with 16 hours of light per day and 8 hours of dark. Settings of the growth chamber were 
checked regularly. Only very slight fluctuations were witnessed in humidity and 
temperature levels. 
Planting of Achenes 
The first planting took place one day after the dishes were moved from the 
refrigerator to the growth chamber. Achenes were randomly assigned to plug positions in 
one of three plug trays containing a seed germination medium. Each plug tray had 288 
available plugs, totaling 864 plugs per planting tray. However, the outermost plugs were 
not used in order to avoid an edge effect, reducing the number of available plugs to 660. 
Each tray was allowing me to rotate the plug trays while they remained in the growth 
chambers. Rotations were performed daily according to the randomized combination 
assigned for that day.  
  I planted emerged seedlings in the plug tray when the radicle extended from the 
bottom of the achene anywhere from just barely exposed to 1 mm. On occasion, the 
radicle extended into the agar, in which case it was carefully separated from the gel using 
forceps, and planted in the same manner. Achenes were then placed lightly atop the soil 
in the assigned plug; radicle directed downward. I then pushed the achene into the soil 
using my index finger so that only the top of the achene was visible. 
 This process was repeated from April 2 to May 2, 2013. In order to identify what 
day each seedling was planted, I used a cohort identifier.  Cohorts were planted: April 2 
for Cohort A, April 4 for Cohort B, April 6 for Cohort C, April 9 for Cohort D, April 16 
for Cohort E, April 20 for Cohort E, and April 27 Cohort F. The remaining achenes, 
which had not yet germinated, were checked on the last day, May 2, 2013. I performed a 
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push test on these achenes to assist in germination. This involved gently squeezing the 
top of the achene in order to push the root out at the end of the achene. If a root emerged 
from the achene, this group of achenes was designated as Cohort O. If the achenes failed 
the push test and nothing was seen in the shell, achenes were considered to be in Cohort 
N. Some achenes released a goo-like substance when tested. These achenes were placed 
in Cohort S. (It is currently unclear what this goo-like material was, but it was believed to 
be an aborted embryo). 
Measurements 
Survival and Germination 
 The number of achenes in each F1 cross type varied dramatically, ranging from 
81 achenes in AP progeny to 160 achenes in PA progeny, meaning sample size was not 
the same for each F1 progeny cross type. Seedlings were considered emerged when a 
radicle (root tip) emerged from an achene at any point throughout the experiment. 
Mortality was calculated by subtracting the total number of seedlings alive at the end of 
the experiment from the total number of seedlings that emerged.  
Qualitative Measurement of Photographs 
Seven days after the first cohort was planted in the plug trays, cotyledons began to 
emerge. In order to provide additional ways of quantifying heritability traits in the hybrid 
progeny, I used photographs of the seedlings. These were taken using a Canon Rebel T2i 
camera on the automatic setting, from the same angle (directly overhead) and height, 
using a tripod. The zoom setting was also kept consistent for all cohorts. Tags were 
provided for each plug, listing the plug number and two symbols serving as a reference 
for measuring the cotyledon (+ and -) (Fig. 6). These two symbols were typed out so they 
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could be used as a later reference for obtaining accurate measurements from the digital 
images. 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
   FIG. 6. Example photograph taken of cotyledon in plug tray. The label displaying plug 
number (e.g. 509) and the + and - symbols are apparent. On this particular seedling, the 
achene casing has not fully detached from the cotyledons.   
 
 
 
Photographs were taken of each individual plug, as well as the entire plug tray. On 
occasion, cotyledons had not yet emerged. These achenes were noted. This process was 
repeated for each cohort.  
I used photos of the seedlings and Photoshop to obtain a series of additional 
measurements.  Each photograph was cropped to focus on a single plug and a single 
cotyledon. Next, the scale was set to inches, instead of pixels. I determined that an inch 
was approximately 592 pixels. Next, I translated each image so that the cotyledon was 
arranged vertically, with one cotyledon at the top of the image, and the other cotyledon  
at the bottom. If the cotyledon was a tricot, which was the case in 4 plugs (12, 209, 413, 
and 564), the photograph was arranged with one cotyledon on top, and two cotyledons on 
the bottom. I then selected the cotyledon in the image (the portion of the photo that was 
AA 
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green) excluding any achene shells that may have still be on top of the cotyledon. The 
measurement tool was then used to collect a series of measurements. Each photo was 
located in a spreadsheet and then exported into an excel spreadsheet to be used for 
analysis.  
In total, the automatic measuring tool made 11 measurements. I used 
measurements: area, circularity, perimeter, width, height, and gray scale mean to 
investigate variation in seedling size. Cotyledon area was measured as the area of the 
selected green area in square inches. Perimeter was obtained by measuring the total 
perimeter of the outline of the cotyledons in inches. Circularity in Photoshop is measured 
as 4pi (area/perimeter2). The more circular the cotyledons are, the closer the value is to 
1.0. The more elongated the cotyledons are, the closer the value is to 0.0. I used 
Photoshop to measure the height of the cotyledon as the maximum y value minus the 
minimum y value in inches. The last measurements supplied by Photoshop were the gray 
value measurements. The gray value is a measurement of brightness that ranges from 0 to 
255. A summary of mean, median, minimum, and maximum is supplied in the 
measurement log.  
Quantitative Measurements of Echinacea Leaves 
Measurements were taken at three ages for each individual seedling: at 14 days 
old, 28 days old, and 35 days old. The two measurements used in this experiment were 
the width of the first true leaf at its widest point and the height of the first true leaf, from 
the soil to the tip of the leaf. These measurements demonstrate differences in the 
morphological characteristics of the E. angustifolia and E. pallida crosses and were used 
as an indicator of F1 progeny growth and fitness. The measurements were performed 
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three times in order to determine if differences in cross characteristics were consistent as 
the seedlings aged.   
At times, plants would have more than one leaf. In these cases, the tallest leaf was 
measured for height and width, as the leaf lowest on the stem was assumed to be the first 
true leaf. If the achene did not appear to be developing, the height and width were given a 
zero. If the plants did not grow throughout the experiment, notes were made that the 
achene had not properly germinated or did not have a chance to properly develop. In a 
few cases, seedlings wilted or shriveled between measurements. Measurements were still 
collected for these plants; however, a note was made. A special case was observed where 
two achenes had been planted in the same plug. Because these achenes could no longer 
be matched to a specific achene number or cross type, these plants were not included in 
the analysis. 
Statistical Analysis 
I selected minimal adequate linear models using ANOVA to test for differences in 
mean area, perimeter, circularity, length, width, gray scale mean, and gray scale median 
between the four treatments: PP, PA, AP, AA of the 7 day-old seedlings. I then selected 
minimal adequate linear models using ANOVA to test for differences in mean heights 
and widths among cross types. These models determined differences in mean height and 
width between 14 day-old, 28 day-old and 35 day-old crosses. Next, I looked at survival 
rates of achenes by creating a mortality table, which first listed the total number of 
achenes deemed full and which were given the chance to germinate. I then listed the 
number of achenes that ever emerged after undergoing the agar pre-germination method. 
This included any achene that had been placed in a plug tray with a radicle emerging 
from the achene. I then included the total number of seedlings of each cohort that were 
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alive at the final measurement at 35 days. Finally, I looked at the height and width of 
each of the cohorts for each of the three ages of measurements using multivariate 
analysis. I compared cohorts to each other to determine if there was a cohort effect on the 
seedlings and the measurements we obtained for them. I performed a two-factor model 
ANOVA to determine if there was a cohort effect on the height and width measurements 
for PP, PA, AP, and AA. These analyses do not include measurements of zero for both 
first true leaf measurements and cotyledon measurements. Zeros included seedlings that 
had never emerged, or which had died during the experiment. Removing measurements 
of 0 did not significantly alter the results so they were removed in order to create a 
normal distribution. 
I used a generalized linear model with binomial better satisfy the assumption of 
normal distribution of residuals to compare the germination rates of the four treatments. 
Mortality ranged from 0 to 2 seedling deaths in each of the treatments, therefore, there 
was no significant mortality difference in mortality and no statistical analysis was 
performed.  
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Results 
Survival and Germination Rate 
 The four F1 crosses differed in total emergence and overall seedling survival (Fig. 
7). Overall, intraspecfic crosses of non-native E. pallida had the greatest emergence, with 
 
   FIG. 7. Percent emergence of each of the F1 cross types between E. pallida and E. 
angustifolia (n=515, p < 0.001). According to a generalized linear model with binomial 
response, total emergence of achenes included the total number of achenes that emerged 
at any point throughout the experiment. 
 
 
approximately 74% of achenes emerging throughout the experiment. Fewer achenes 
emerged for intraspecfic crosses of E. angustifolia, and the interspecific cross, PA, with 
approximately 52% and 51% of achenes emerging, respectively. The lowest percentage 
of emergence was observed in the interspecific cross, AP. No mortality was witnessed for 
AA crosses. Each of the three other crosses experienced the death of one or more 
AA 
 
AP PA AA 
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seedlings (PP = 2, PA = 1, and AP = 2). Of the 515 achenes that germinated, 96 did not 
appear to have an embryo during the push test, while 60 contained unidentified goo. 
Cotyledon Measurements 
Each of the cotyledon characteristics showed a statistically significant difference 
among treatments in mean value for all measurements collected from the photographs 
(Perimeter: p < 0.0001, Length: p < 0.0001, Width: p < 0.0001, Circularity: p = 0.01932; 
and Area: p < 0.0001). In all five linear models (Fig. 8-12), values were largest in PP 
crosses, second largest in PA crosses, third largest in AP crosses, and smallest in AA 
crosses, the only exception being circularity.  
Measurements for circularity had the smallest differences between cross types 
(Fig. 11) (p = 0.02). The greatest variation was seen in the measurement of total area of 
the cotyledon (p < 0.0001). In Figure 12, mean area measurements from each cross type 
showed no overlap.  
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   FIG. 8. Mean perimeter of 7 day-old cotyledons for the four cross types of F1 progeny 
based on a linear regression model using ANOVA (n= 238, +/- 1 SE, p < 0.0001). Grey 
dots indicate the actual measurement for each seedling, and black dots indicate the mean 
measurement for each seedling.  
 
 
 
 
                         
    
   FIG. 9. Mean length of 7 day-old cotyledons for the four F1 progeny cross types based 
on a linear regression model using ANOVA (n=238, +/- 1 SE, p < 0.0001). Grey dots 
indicate the actual measurement for each seedling, and black dots indicate the mean 
measurement for each seedling. 
 
 
AA PP PA AP 
PP PA AP AA 
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   FIG. 10. Mean width of 7 day-old cotyledons for the four F1 progeny cross types based 
on a linear regression model using ANOVA (n=238, +/- 1 SE, p < 0.0001). Grey dots 
indicate the actual measurement for each seedling, and black dots indicate the mean 
measurement for each seedling. 
 
 
 
                  
   FIG. 11. Mean circularity of 7 day-old cotyledons for the four F1 progeny cross types 
based on a linear regression model using ANOVA (n=238, +/- 1 SE, p < 0.0001). This 
value was calculated using the formula 4pi (area/perimeter2). Grey dots indicate the 
actual measurement for each seedling, and black dots indicate the mean measurement for 
each seedling. 
PP PA AP AA 
PP PA AP AA 
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   FIG. 12. Mean area of 7 day-old cotyledons for the four F1 progeny cross types based 
on a linear regression model using ANOVA (n=238, +/- 1 SE, p < 0.0001). Grey dots 
indicate the actual measurement for each seedling, and black dots indicate the mean 
measurement for each seedling. 
 
 
 
 
First True Leaf Measurements 
The general pattern for height in the plots is a decrease in value from PP, PA, AP, 
to AA.  According to the linear regression model, there is a significant difference in mean 
height between the four crosses at each of three seedling ages. P-values (14 days: p < 
0.0001, 28 days: p < 0.0001, and 35 days: p < 0.001) indicating that true leaves differ in 
mean height among the four cross types. 
 The height of the first true leaf of seedlings ranged from 1 mm to 44 mm at 14 
days old, 1 mm to 67 mm at 28 days old, and 13 mm to 83 mm at 35 days old. At 14 days 
old, PP crosses had the largest mean height of 24.7 mm, PA crosses had the second 
largest height of 21.2 mm, AP crosses had the third largest height of 19.0 mm, and AA 
PP PA AP AA 
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crosses had the smallest mean height of 17.7 mm. There was overlap in means heights of 
AP and AA seedlings, implying that the there was a similarity in growth rate between the 
two crosses at 14 days old. At 28 days old, PP crosses continued to have the largest mean 
height of 59.9 mm. However, AP crosses increased in growth rate, with a mean height of 
34.9 mm, while PA crosses had a mean height of 22.9 mm. AA crosses remained the 
smallest, with a height of 29.8 mm. PP crosses continued to have the greatest mean height 
at 35 days old with 51.3 mm. AP persisted to have the second largest mean height with 
43.2 mm. PA had the third largest height with 39.5 mm. Again, AA had the smallest 
mean height with 37. 2 mm.  
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   FIG. 13. Mean heights and widths of the first true leaf of F1 progeny at three ages of 
seedling growth based on a linear regression model (ANOVA, +/- 1 SE). There are 
significant differences in mean height and width between the four cross types  a) Mean 
height at 14 days old ( n=276, p < 0.001). b) Mean height at 28 days old (n=276, p < 
0.001). c) Mean height at 35 days old (n=278, p < 0.001). d) Mean width at 14 days old 
(n=276, p = 0.0198). e) Mean width at 28 days old (n=276, p < 0.001). f) Mean width at 
35 days old (n=278, p < 0.001) 
 
  
  
  
14 Day-Old Seedlings 
28 Day-Old Seedlings 
35 Day-Old Seedlings 
a) d) 
b) 
c) 
 
f) 
PP PA AP AA 
PP PA AP AA 
PP PA AP AA PP PA AP AA 
PP PA AP AA 
PP PA AP AA 
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 There were also significant differences in mean width among the four cross types. 
According to the linear regression model, there is a significant difference in mean width 
between the four crosses at each of three seedling ages. P-values (14 days: p < 0.0001, 28 
days: p < 0.0001, and 35 days: p < 0.001) indicating that the probability that repeated 
sampling of mean heights of first true leaf for each of the four crosses would show 
differences among the crosses. 
 The widths of seedling first true leaves ranged from 1 mm to 11 mm at 14 days 
old, 1 mm to 14 mm at 21 days old, and 1 mm to 20 mm at 35 days old. At 14 days old, 
PP seedlings had the largest mean width of 7.22 mm. PA (6.43 mm), AP (6.49 mm), and 
AA (6.6 mm) had slightly differing mean widths. At 21 days old, PP no longer had the 
largest mean width; with a value of 8.77 mm. AP had the greatest mean width of 9.18 
mm and was significantly larger than the three other F1 progeny cross types. PP and PA 
(8.7 mm) had overlapping mean widths. Also at 21 days old, AA (7.91 mm) had the 
smallest mean width among the four crosses. By 35 days old, the seedlings with the 
largest mean width were again from the PP crosses (9.76 mm), followed by AA (9.24 
mm) and AP (9.19 mm). PA had the smallest width of 8.47 mm.  
Cohort Effect 
 I performed analysis to determine if there was a cohort effect on the seedlings, in 
order to determine if the seedlings that germinated later in the experiment differed in 
growth rate from those that germinated early. In order to perform analysis for the cohort 
effect, cohorts were redesignated as A for achenes germinating on the first day, and B 
achenes germinating on any other day throughout the experiment. These plots display the 
larger model from the multivariate analysis in order to demonstrate evidence that there 
was a slight variation in mean height and width measurements across the different ages of 
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the four F1 progeny cross types. However, this model shows that there was no significant 
difference between Cohort A and Cohort B for height at 14 days old (p = 0.9278), and 
height at 35 days old (p = 0.9717) and Width at14 days old (p = 0.9813) and 28 days old 
(p = 0.5543). These p-values and overlapping SE’s indicate that there is no evidence that 
the cohort of the seedling influenced the growth of the true leaf (Fig. 14, Table 3). The 
graphs show a slight variation in mean heights and mean widths for the three ages of the 
four F1 progeny cross types.  
 There was evidence for a cohort effect in two of the six measurements collected. 
According to the p-value, the mean height for 28 day-old seedlings demonstrates a cohort 
effect (p = 0.0028). The mean width of seedlings at 35 days old also demonstrates a 
cohort effect as well (p = 0.00012). Height at 14 days old and 35 days old; and width at 
14 days old and 28 days old rejected the possibility of a cohort effect for those four 
measurements. However, I could not reject the possibility of a cohort effect throughout 
the entire experiment, as there were obvious differences in measurements in both height 
at 28 days old, and width at 35 days old. 
 
 
TABLE 3. ANOVA of cohort and treatment effect for seedlings 
 
 
 
Note: This table displays the models used for the ANOVA analysis of cotyledon 
measurements. 
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  FIG. 14. Effect of cohort and cross type on the growth rates of seedlings for both height 
and width in 3 ages of seedlings. This analysis is based on a multivariate analysis 
P-value 
Cohort : p = 0.9717 
Treatment: p < 0.001  
P-value 
Cohort : p = 0.5543 
Treatment: p < 0.001  
P-value 
Cohort : p = 0.9717 
Treatment: p < 0.001  
P-value 
Cohort : p <  0. 001 
Treatment: p < 0.01  
P-value 
Cohort : p < 0.01 
Treatment: p < 0.001  
P-value 
Cohort : p = 0.6824 
Treatment: p < 0.001  
PP PA AP AA PP PA AP AA 
PP PA AP AA 
PP PA AP AA PP PA AP AA 
PP PA AP AA 
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(ANOVA, +/- 1 SE). Symbols A and B designates the mean value for Cohorts A and B 
respectively. Height at 14 days old and 35 days old; and width at 14 days old and 28 days 
old rejected the possibility of a cohort affect for those four measurements. The legend on 
each graph displays the p-value of the treatment and cohort. 
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Conclusion 
 There was an obvious relationship between the cross type of the seedling, the 
amount of growth of seedlings in the first 35 days and the variability of morphological 
characteristics of seedlings in this experiment. The biological and genetic significance of 
variation in growth of F1 seedlings indicate that morphology does differ among hybrids 
and native species; however, in some cases these differences weren’t as obvious as 
others. Although there were multiple morphological characteristics showing significant 
differences between the four cross types, certain traits appeared to demonstrate these 
differences better than others. It is apparent that within a cross type, there can be a great 
variety in circularity value (Fig. 15). This might suggest that circularity is a highly 
variable characteristic, even within the same species, and that it may not be the best way 
to visualize morphological differences between cross types of individual cotyledons. 
FIG. 14. Example images for minimum, median, and maximum circularity value. This 
chart  provides information about each seedling, including its plug number, cohort, and 
F1 cross type. 
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The results for both mean height and width were similar to what was expected, 
based on what is known of the biology of E. angustifolia and E. pallida.  It was expected 
that hybrids would contain a combination of the traits from both parent species. I was 
able to see this pattern in the measurements of the first true leaf; particularly for mean 
height.  The large mean height and width of PP progeny, and small mean height and 
width for the first true leaf of AA progeny were consistent with what could have been 
expected for leaf growth rate of intraspecific crosses of E. pallida and E. angustifolia 
based on what is known about the biology of the two species. E. pallida typically grows 
taller, with wider leaves, while E. angustifolia tends to remain slightly smaller, with 
narrower leaves (McGregor 1968, Binns et al. 2004). PA and AP fell somewhere between 
these two measurements, with maternal pallida pollinated with paternal angustifolia 
being slightly larger than maternal angustifolia pollinated with paternal pallida. There are 
some interesting presumptions that can be made about this finding. We have evidence 
that maternal E. pallida may transfer more of its characteristics than paternal E. pallida, 
since PA seedlings grew larger than AP seedlings. We also have evidence that because 
AP seedlings do not grow as tall or as wide as the PA crosses, in most cases, maternal E. 
angustifolia may transfer more of its morphological characteristics than paternal E. 
pallida. This is supported by the idea that hybridization and introgression often occur 
unevenly (Rhymer and Simberloff 1996), meaning more traits might be prevalent in a 
population of F1 progeny from one parent than the other.  
Rhymer and Simberloff (1996) suggest that those crosses that are able to occur 
successfully will be more prevalent in populations. Because PP showed the highest rate 
of emergence and a low mortality rate, my results suggest that it is possible that PP 
crosses have the ability to become more prevalent within a population of E. angustifolia. 
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The low mortality rate of PP progeny and the large mean measurements throughout the 
growth period also suggests that in the shared habitat in Kensington, MN, E. pallida has 
the potential to grow the largest and most aggressively, and is therefore the more fit 
cross. As a result, E. pallida may act as a competitor, directly interfering with E. 
angustifolia’s use of resources and even out-competing this native species. However, the 
effects may not have a significant impact on this population, as results showed that there 
were only up to two fatalities in each of the cross types for this experiment. This suggests 
that under the same conditions, E. pallida, E. angustifolia and hybrid seedlings have an 
equal likelihood to survive. 
Burgess et al. (2005) states that the quantitative effects of hybridization are 
particularly severe in small populations because the results become disproportionately 
large. This can directly relate to the tallgrass prairies of Minnesota. Because these prairies 
are so fragmented, populations of E. angustifolia maintain a relatively small population 
size in these patches. Therefore, the effects of hybridization have the potential to lead to 
local extinction or rare taxa, causing an even greater importance for understanding 
population dynamics of fragmented populations. E. angustifolia is not a rare species; 
however, this hybridization and potential for introgression can still have a negative 
impact on these fragmented populations. 
Because hybrid crosses produced viable seed, had a relatively strong survival 
rates, and grew larger than the AA crosses, introgression to prairie remnants in the 
direction of non-native to native species seems plausible. In a paper by Burgess et al. 
(2005), the authors state that introgression often occurs bi-directionally, meaning that 
genetic traits can be transferred in both directions. However, this exchange tends to occur 
asymmetrically as a consequence of introgression, and this direction can be influenced, 
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not necessarily by the competitiveness of the hybrid, but by the abundance of parental 
taxa (Burgess et al. 2005). Although abundance is important, high fitness of the hybrid is 
also required. Information on species fitness can indicate a better prediction of 
displacement (Huxley 1999). If hybrid and non-native progeny yield a higher fitness, 
future introgression of species into Minnesota prairies may be detrimental to the native 
species. 
From the results of this experiment and from knowledge of past introductions into 
prairie habitats, it can be inferred that the presence of E. pallida in Minnesota tallgrass 
prairies has the ability to successfully hybridize, introgress, and compete with 
populations of E. angustifolia. Hybridization may threaten the conservation status and 
genetic integrity of E. angustifolia populations via genetic assimilation (Ramirez-
Rodriguez et al. 2011). Ecologically, the introduction may also affect native populations 
of the recently discovered specialist aphid, Aphis echinacea. More information is 
necessary to further understand the implications of this study. For instance, in order to 
apply these results to a specific population, it is necessary to understand the rate at which 
hybridization occurs between the two species.
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Synthesis 
This study explored the potential for the introduction of a non-native species to 
create a variety of biological interactions between two species of Echinacea and change 
the composition of a population of E. angustifolia in a Minnesota prairie remnant. I   
investigated this question by observing morphological variation in the progeny of four 
cross types, as well as by observing the fitness of progeny in each of the crosses.  
Overall, results obtained from this experiment supported the hypothesis that 
progeny of the four cross types between E. pallida and E. angustifolia differed in 
morphological characteristics, mortality, and germination during early growth. More 
specifically, these differences were apparent as early as 7 days old. Variability in the 
morphology of these seedlings was observed in cotyledon circularity, area, perimeter, 
width, and length, as well as in first true leaf width and height. Fitness was difficult to 
determine, but emergence and survival rates were determined. Because PP crosses had 
the highest percentage of achenes emerge while also maintaining a low mortality rate, PP 
seedlings were deemed most the most fit of all four cross types, and it was presumed that 
intraspecific crosses of the non-native species had potential to act as strong competitors.  
To expand on this study further, it would be beneficial to track the growth of these 
hybrid species in the natural environment, checking each hybrid plant’s survival rates 
from one year to the next. Currently, we have data from the initial cross of the parents, as 
well as data from the germination of the offspring from these original crosses. Because 
my study was only performed in an early and brief period of seedling growth, it would be 
interesting to follow these same plants for multiple seasons. It would allow us to see if 
there were any obvious morphological differences in adult plants. This information could 
then be compared to determine if there are noticeable differences in morphology in early 
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seedlings versus adult plants between hybrids and intraspecific crosses. It would also be 
of interest to track morphological changes and mortality traits in the field and compare 
them to the laboratory results.  
 In the summer of 2013 these same seedlings were planted at the site where the 
original crosses took place, and another member of the Echinacea Project collected 
measurements from the plants throughout the summer. By following these plants, long-
term, we can obtain a better understanding of how the hybrids survive and grow in 
comparison to the intraspecfic crosses. The reason I chose to measure the traits I did was 
because they were simple to measure, and could easily be tracked throughout an extended 
period of time to adulthood. Height and width of leaves can continue to be measured in 
subsequent years. As the plants grow in natural prairie habitat, there are a number of 
additional measurements that could help demonstrate morphological variations amongst 
the F1 progeny.   Binns et al. (2002), determined that length of the ray flowers was one of 
the major contributors to obvious morphological variations in three species of Echinacea, 
but it varied minimally within each species. For this reason, it may be a good 
characteristic for measurements in terms of characterizing morphological differences 
between hybrids and intraspecific crosses. Other examples of morphological 
characteristics that can be measured include trichome abundance, plant height, and flower 
color.  
 It is also possible to begin looking at the potential for introgression by hand-
pollinating the F1 hybrids with the parental species, and testing for viable seed. This 
study would be more long-term because it may take multiple generations before 
introgression is apparent in a population. For this reason, it may be interesting to take 
DNA samples of these plants and begin looking at the genetic identity of the offspring.  
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